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Evil Chicken: Has a mohawk.
Emma: Wears boots, pants, cowboy hat and shirt. Carries a purse that has
useful items in it.
Chicken Slayer: Wears a sheriff’s hat and sword just for show. Always has his
Jordans on and carries Louisiana Hot Sauce.
Drift: Dreams of playing football. Wears his gear. Gloves that have finger holes
in them. He has glasses. He is the driver of the group. He drives lamborghini.

Setting: A fiery forest, the acid rain is falling down. On one side of a
river is the Evil Chicken on the other our heroes. Behind Evil Chicken,
you can see an old barn and a giant chicken coop.
The Evil Chicken surrounded by two bodyguards comes out of the
earth and attacks our heroes…
Evil Chicken: I’m gonna destroy your dreams...bwaha ha ha ha. You are
never going to get out of this nightmare!
Chicken Slayer: I believe in peace in this world because the world could
burn and turn into a devils zone.
Ema: Our dreams are worth fighting for Evil Chicken. Everyone has
dreams and I know they can do it.
Drift: Like...I believe that I can play football because I try hard to be a pro.
Everyone: We do have dreams we do
Drift: It doesn’t bother me if you don’t believe because I will keep fighting
until I get my day.
Chicken Slayer: And beside if you destroy this world, I will my tell my
Mommy and Daddy on you and you will feel my wrath.
Evil Chicken: You will never be able to defeat me. What do I look like to
you, a chicken?
Evil Chicken’s Guards throw these balls that have gas in them. The gas
makes our heroes fall asleep.
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Chicken Slayer: We won’t give up until we….are…..dead….
heroes fall to the ground
When they wake up they are in different prison cells. It’s the big green
chicken coop guarded by lasers, sharks, zombies and robots. Lights are
flickering. Seeds and eggs are on the ground. Our heroes have to sleep on
the ground. There are scratches on the walls from tigers and other animals.
They each have another person in their cell who have been there for many
years.
Emma: This looks like a chicken coop….maybe we can knock it down if we
work together
Drift: Let’s free all the prisoners
They combine their powers to break down the walls. They put their hands
together and push.
Emma: It’s metal but it starting to move
They escape their cells
Chicken Slayer: Now off to find Evil Chicken
One of the guards steps forward. He has an epic scar on his face and he's
wearing a coat.
Guard: I think I can help with that. Evil Chicken has my family please
defeat him and free them.
Emma: We’ll do everything we can now where is he?
The guard shows them to Evil Chicken’s lair but he has betrayed them. It is
a trap.
Guard: I’m so sorry but Evil Chicken has my family. He said he would turn
them into chickens.
All of sudden steel bars close from all directions trapping them in groups
separating them.
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Evil Chicken: Well well well….look who it is. Not even a day and you try to
escape.
Chicken Slayer: What can we say? Chicken coops just aint our style.
Emma: What are we going to do?
Chicken Slayer (whispering to Emma): Try this. It’s one of my inventions
and it’s the only thing that will defeat evil chicken, Louisiana Hot Sauce. A
couple of drops of this and he turns into a cooked chicken.
Emma: Here use this hot sauce water gun. I’ll mix the hot sauce with soap
so it tastes bad too.
Emma is small enough to fit through the bars. Drift throws her the hot
sauce water gun. Emma sprays Evil Chicken. They defeat Evil Chicken
with Louisiana hot sauce
Evil Chicken: Noooooo that tastes so bad…..nooooo
Evil Chicken turns into a cooked chicken
The heroes turn all of the chickens into humans again and release the
prisoners. Our heroes sit down to eat...Evil Chicken with Louisiana Hot
Sauce
Chicken Slayer: Finally I get my Louisiana love
Putting the hot sauce on Evil Chicken
Emma: You always say that with that hot sauce.
The End
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